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Reduplicationwith Fixed
Segmentism
JohnAlderete
Jill Beckman
LauraBenua
AmaliaGnanadesikan
JohnMcCarthy
SuzanneUrbanczyk
Fixed segmentism is the phenomenonwhereby a reduplicativemorpheme contains segments that are invariantratherthan copied. We
investigate it within OptimalityTheory, arguingthat it falls into two
distinct types, phonological and morphological. Phonological fixed
segmentismis analyzed underthe OT rubricof emergence of the unmarked.It thereforehas significantconnectionsto markednesstheory,
sharingpropertieswith other domains where markednessis relevant
and showing context-dependence.In contrast, morphological fixed
segmentism is a kind of affixation, and so it resembles affixing morphology generally. The two types are contrasted,and claims about
impossible patternsof fixed segmentism are developed.
Keywords: correspondence, default, inventory, markedness, Optimality Theory, prosodic morphology,reduplication

1 Introduction
Reduplicativemorphemescopy the base to which they are attached,but perfect copying is not
always achieved. Incomplete copying for templaticreasons-that is, partialreduplication-has
received much theoretical attention. Less has been said about cases where perfect copying is
subordinatedto fixed segmentism:invariantsegments (or tones or features) that appear where
copying might have been expected. For example, in Yorubanominalizations(1), the reduplicative
morphemehas the fixed vowel i, whatever the vowel of the base. In Kamrupiecho words (2),
the initial consonant of the reduplicativemorphemeis replaced by fixed s.
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(1) Yoruba(Akinlabi 1984, Pulleyblank 1988)
'be warm, hot'/'warmth,heat'
gbona'
gbf-gbona
'be good'/'goodness'
di-daira
dara
(2) Kamrupi(Goswami 1955-6:164)
'horse'/'horse and the like'
ghara-sara
ghara
khori
khori-sori
'fuel'/'fuel and the like'
The reduplicativemorpheme,called the reduplicant,is underlinedin these examples.
Building on proposalsin McCarthyand Prince 1986, we will show that (1) and (2) represent
distinct types of fixed segmentism. Fixed segmentism like (1) has a phonological basis. It falls
under the OptimalityTheory (OT) rubricof emergence of the unmarked(McCarthyand Prince
1994a), which provides a way to allow only unmarkedstructurein a domain like the reduplicant
while permittingthe correspondingmarked structureto occur elsewhere in the language. The
idea, then, is thatnoncopyingof a base segment,with substitutionof some fixed, defaultsegment,
decreases phonological markedness.This proposal is an evolution of ideas first implementedin
underspecificationalterms by Akinlabi (1984:289ff.) and McCarthyand Prince (1986:sec. 3.2),
which have been pursued within OT by Yip (1993), McCarthyand Prince (1994a,b), and Urbanczyk (1996b). It is also connected to proposals about markednessand reduplicationin Shaw
1987 and Steriade 1988.
Fixed segmentism like (2), on the other hand, has a morphologicalbasis. The added s is an
affix that is realized simultaneouslywith the reduplicativecopy, overwritingpartof it (McCarthy
and Prince 1986, 1990).'
The main goal of this article, pursuedin section 2, is to argue for a theory of phonological
fixed segmentismwithin the wider context of OT (Princeand Smolensky 1993). Secondarilyand
more briefly, some suggestions about morphologicalfixed segmentism are presentedin section
3. To complete the typological picture, differences between the two types are discussed.
Apartfrom their relevance to fixed segmentism,our results bear on two largerissues. First,
because they dependcruciallyon constraintrankingand violability, they supportOT itself, which
supplies these key notions. Second, they advance the Prosodic Morphologyprogramof seeking
independent,general explanationsfor the propertiesof phenomenalike reduplication(McCarthy
and Prince 1994b, to appear).When fixed segmentismis attributedto special, otherwiseunmotivated mechanismslike prespecification(Marantz1982, Yip 1982, Kiparsky 1986, Lieber 1987,
Clark1990) or pretemplaticrewriterules (Steriade1988), independentexplanationsmay be impossible. In contrast,the theory discussed here derives fixed segmentismof the type in (1) from the
same source, modulo a difference in ranking, as restrictionson phonological inventories and
processes, andfixed segmentismof the type in (2) fromthe same source,againmoduloa difference
in ranking,as affixation. There is no special apparatusto deal with fixed segmentism;it comes
from the centralpremises of OT, constraintrankingand violability.

1 Also see Uhrbach 1987, Steriade 1988, Bao 1990, and Yip 1992.
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2 Fixed Segmentismas Phonology:Emergenceof the Unmarked
In this section we treatthe phonological type of fixed segmentism,relatingit to other aspects of
phonology, such as inventories, defaults, and phonological processes. For expositional clarity,
throughoutthis section our statementsandgeneralizationssystematicallyignorethe morphological
type of fixed segmentism, though we will returnto it in section 3, offering specific diagnostics
for the two types and showing how our claims are maintainedin this largercontext.
We begin by introducingthe theoreticalprerequisitesandby developingthe resultsabstractly.
We then present case studies of Yoruba, Lushootseed, Tiibatulabal,and Nancowry to illustrate
the theory and confirm its predictions.
2.1 TheoreticalBackground
2.1.1 Emergence of the Unmarked In OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993) the grammarof a
language is a ranking of universal constraints.This ranking resolves the fundamentaltension
between markedness and faithfulness constraints. Markednessconstraintsgovern the form of
linguistic structures;faithfulness constraintsdemand identity between underlying and surface
forms. If a given markednessconstraintM crucially dominates an appropriatefaithfulnessconstraint F (and no constraint dominating M somehow vitiates its force), then no M-offending
structurewill appear in a surface form, even at the expense of imperfectly reproducingsome
underlying forms. Ranked the other way, faithfulness takes precedence, and the M-offending
structurecan be found in surface forms. Differences in ranking give differences in activity of
markedness constraints. It is therefore possible to say that every constraintis present in the
grammarof every language, though if a constraintis crucially dominated, its activity may be
limited or nonexistent. The limited but nonetheless visible activity of dominated markedness
constraintsis essential to the theory of fixed segmentism.
Markednessconstraintsevaluate segments and other structures.A structureis markedwith
respect to some constraintM if it receives violation marks from M (Smolensky 1993). Some
markednessconstraintsevaluatestructureindependentlyof contextandsome arecontext-sensitive.
We assume that markednessconstraintsdo not make morphologicaldistinctions, so there is no
such thing as a reduplicant-specificmarkednessconstraint;morphologicalsensitivity is reserved
to faithfulness constraints,as shown below. Markednessconstraintsmay conflict among themselves, with conflicts resolved by ranking-usually language-particular
ranking,but occasionally
universal (e.g., (13) below).
Faithfulnessconstraintsrequireone formto preservethe characteristicsof another.Originally,
faithfulnesswas posited for underlying-surfacemappings(Princeand Smolensky 1993), but similar relationscan be found in base-reduplicantpairings(McCarthyand Prince 1993, 1994a,b) and
pairings of morphologicallyrelated surface forms (Benua 1995, 1997). Correspondencetheory
(McCarthyand Prince 1995) generalizes over these various types of faithfulness.
(3) Correspondence(McCarthyand Prince 1995:262)
Given two strings S1 and S2 relatedto one anotheras underlyingand surface,base and
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reduplicant,and so on, correspondenceis a relation9J between the elements of Si and
S2. Elements otES1 and 13ES2are correspondentsof one anotherwhen a0Y143.
Each candidate comes with one or more correspondencerelations that faithfulness constraints
evaluate. The faithfulness constraintsinclude, among others, MAX(correspondencefrom SI to
S2 must be complete), DEP (correspondencefrom S2 to SI must be complete), and IDENT(F)
(correspondingsegments in SI and S2 must agree in the feature or other attributeF).
There are separatecorrespondencerelationsdependingon how SI and S2 are relatedto one
another,andthereareseparatebut similarfaithfulnessconstraintson each correspondencerelation.
In classic faithfulnessS, is the underlyingform and S2 is the surfaceform. This relationis called
10 correspondence(for input and output),and the constraintsregulatingit are annotatedwith an
IO subscript:MAXIO(no deletion), DEPIO(no epenthesis), and so on. In BR correspondence,S2
is a reduplicantand SI is the string it is affixed to, called the base.2 The BR correspondence
constraintsinclude MAXBR
(the reduplicantcontains no fixed seg(copying is complete), DEPBR
mentism), and so on.
Languagetypology is obtainedby permutingthese constraints.If some markednessconstraint
M is crucially dominatedby all relevant IO faithfulness constraintsFlO,then satisfaction of M
cannot produce unfaithfulnessin the IO mapping, and some M-violating surface forms will be
observed. But if the same M crucially dominatesa faithfulnessconstraint,FBR, that governs the
BR correspondencerelation, then M will be obeyed in the reduplicant,even at the expense of
inexactly copying the base. This situationis called the emergence of the unmarked(TETU): the
normallyinactive markednessconstraintM reveals itself in BR mappings where IO faithfulness
is not relevant(McCarthyand Prince 1994a). The following is a general schema for reduplicative
TETU:
(4) Rankingschemafor reduplicativeTETU(McCarthyand Prince 1994a)
Faithlo >> M >> FaithBR

TETU is not limited to reduplication,so (4) has parallels where constraintson other correspondence relations replace low-rankingFaithBR(see, e.g., Benua 1995, Ito, Kitagawa, and Mester
1996).
and
Concretely, suppose M in (4) is a constrainton prosodic structure,such as NO-CODA,
the faithfulness constraintis MAX(ignoring DEPfor simplicity). The TETU ranking, then, is
MAXIO>> NO-CODA>> MAXBR.Codas are permitted in the language as a whole because NoCODAis crucially dominated by MAXIO.But because NO-CODAdominates MAXBR,the reduplicant

will not copy a segment into coda position. In this way, NO-CODA
imposes a prosodic condition
on the reduplicant,and only the reduplicant,just like a classical templateof ProsodicMorphology.
Rankings like this are the core of GeneralizedTemplate Theory (GTT; McCarthyand Prince
1994a,b,to appear).3GTT capturesthe insight of Shaw (1987) and Steriade(1988) thattemplates
2
The base is the stringimmediatelyfollowing a prefixedreduplicantor immediatelyprecedinga suffixed reduplicant
up to the next word edge (McCarthyand Prince 1993, Urbanczyk 1996b).
3 On GTT, also see Carlson,to appear,Downing 1994, to appear,Futagi,to appear,Gafos 1996, 1998, It6, Kitagawa,
and Mester 1996, Moore 1996, Spaelti 1997, Urbanczyk 1995, 1996a,b.
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implementmarkednessrestrictions,but with a difference:GTT uses exactly the same constraints
that determine markednesselsewhere in phonology, ratherthan some special template-specific
apparatus.
If instead M in (4) is a constrainton segments or features,then it will affect the segmental
structureof the reduplicant.This is the sourceof phonologicalfixed segmentism:a TETU ranking
where a segmental or featuralconstraintemerges (McCarthyand Prince 1994a:366, Urbanczyk
1996b). Therefore,both fixed segmentism and templaticrestrictionsarise from rankingslike (4),
differing only in the types of markednessconstraintsthat are involved.
The TETU ranking schema (4) also has implications for the theory of inventories. In OT,
inventories are derived by markedness/faithfulnessinteractionsfrom underlyingforms that are
not subjectto language-particularrestrictions-there are no morphemestructureconstraints,language-particularunderspecification,or similar devices (Prince and Smolensky 1993:chap.9; see
also 1to,Mester,andPadgett1995, Kirchner1997, McCarthyandPrince 1995). The terminventory
is often used to refer to the set of segmental phonemes in a language. Here we extend its sense
to refer to all systematicallypermittedphonological structures.
Because 10 and BR faithfulness are regulatedby distinct constraints,rankingpermutation
allows the same markednessconstraintto have inventoryconsequences for a whole language in
one case and for just the reduplicantin another.Assume there is a markednessconstraintM(4)
militatingagainstthe segmentor structure4 and faithfulnessconstraintsFIO(4)andFBR(A)supporting its preservation.Assume also that no higher-rankingconstraintconflicts with any of them,
so the effects of permuting these constraintscan be studied in isolation from the rest of the
constrainthierarchy.4Since FlO(C)and FBR(A)do not interact, there are four permutationsto
consider.
(5) Inventoryconsequences of elementarymarkedness-faithfulnessinteraction
a. Barring4 from inventoryof whole language (includingreduplicant)
M(t)>>FlO(t), FBR(0)
b. BarringCfrom inventoryof reduplicantonly (= (4))
FIO(t)>>M(C)>>FBR(0)
c. PermittingCin inventoryof whole language (including reduplicant)
FlO(C),FBR(0)>>M(4)
d. Barring4 from inventoryof whole language (and reduplicantby proxy)
FBR(0)>>M(t)>>FIO(t)
If M(4) dominates faithfulness on both the IO and BR dimensions, as in (5a), then t is barred
from the inventoryentirely.The TETU rankingin (Sb) prohibitst in the inventoryof the reduplicant only, permittingCto appearelsewhere in the language.The rankingin (Sc) allows t to occur
in the inventoryof reduplicantsandnonreduplicantsalike. Finally,the rankingin (Sd) is effectively
the same as (Sa). Because M(4) dominates F1O(C)in (Sd), the structuret is absent from the
4 So the rankingsin (5) give only necessary conditionsfor the statedinventoryrestrictions.For sufficientconditions,
interactionswith other constraints,as in (6), must be considered.
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language generally. This means that no reduplicativebase ever contains a 4 to copy, so vacuous
satisfaction of FBR(A)is guaranteed.In summary,permutedrankinggives unrestrictedpresence
of t in the inventory (Sc), complete exclusion of t from the inventory (5a,d), and something in
between: presence of t in the inventoryof the language generally but not the reduplicant(Sb).
The effect of the last ranking,(5d), changes significantlywhen additionalmarkednessconstraintsare included.SSuppose that M(4), which militates against Cgenerally, is also dominated
by M(Q'),which favors 4 in some specific context.
(6) Domination of M(;) by markednessand BRfaithfulness
M(4'), FBR(0)>>M(4)>>Fjo(4)
McCarthyand Prince (1995, to appear)show that this rankingis the basis of underapplication
(Wilbur's(1973) term),where an otherwisegeneralphonologicalprocess is blockedin the reduplicant in order to maintain similarity with the base; Takeda (1997), discussing a variant of (6),
calls it emergence of the marked,emphasizingits potential effects on inventories.Informally,if
M(4) >> FjO(4)characterizessome general(-eliminatingphonologicalprocess, then high-ranking
M(4') and FBR(A) can togethercause it to "underapply,"allowing Cto appearin the reduplicant
though it is not attestedelsewhere in the language. In accordancewith (6), this expansion of the
inventoryin the reduplicantleads to improvementon some dimensionof markedness(by satisfying
M(4')) and better reduplicativecopying (by satisfying FBRQA)).
These rankingschematacan be relatedto the generalizationsin (7)-(9). We introducethese
generalizationsnow and will refer back to them throughoutour case studies. (Recall that, here
and throughoutsection 2, only the phonological type of fixed segmentism is under discussion.
In section 3.2 we will discuss the two types together.)
(7) Reduplicant/Inventoryrelation I
Except when copying the base, the reduplicant'sinventory is a proper subset of the
whole language's.6
Moreton (1996) observes that, since OT posits only faithfulness and markednessconstraints,
input-+outputmappings must either be faithful or improve markedness.According to (7), the
same is true for base- reduplicantmappings.The force of BR faithfulnesscan produceidentical
inventoriesin reduplicantand base (Sa,c,d) or even an expandedinventoryin the reduplicant(6).7
But the reduplicant'simperativeto copy the base can be overruledby high-rankingmarkedness

S We

are gratefulto an anonymousreviewer for raising this issue and to Alan Prince for discussion.
A significantqualification,broughtto our attentionby Alan Prince, is that the inventory-contractingeffect of (5b)
is not ensured unless the inventory of the base is harmonically complete. Harmonic completeness is implicational
markedness:the presence of C in a harmonicallycomplete inventory implies the presence of all structuresless marked
than4 (Princeand Smolensky 1993:chap.9). If the inventoryof the base were harmonicallyincomplete,thenthe reduplicant
could improveon the markednessof the base, without a subset relation,by replacingthe base's harmonicallyincomplete
inventorywith a harmonicallycomplete one.
7 BR faithfulness can even cause the phonology of the reduplicantto be imposed on the base, in what McCarthy
and Prince (1995, to appear)call back-copying.
6
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(5b), and then the reduplicant'sinventory will be a subset of the whole language's. All of the
case studies below exemplify this effect.
(8) Reduplicant/Inventoryrelation II
Any phonological restrictionon the whole of one language is a possible restrictionon
the reduplicantof anotherlanguage.
(9) Reduplicant/Inventoryrelation III
Any phonologicalrestrictionon the reduplicantof one languageis a possible restriction
on the whole of anotherlanguage.
These statements, which are supportedby the case studies of Lushootseed, Tiubatulabal,and
Nancowry below, follow from the core premises of OT: language-universalityof constraintsand
language-particularityof constraintranking.Because all constraintsare universal, if M(4) is in
the grammarof some language, it is in the grammarof all languages. Thus, if M(6) defines the
inventory of some whole language througha rankinglike (5a), it can also be rankedas in (5b)
and so define the structureof the reduplicantonly. Likewise, if M(4) defines the structureof the
reduplicantin some language,it is rankedsomewherein all languages,and it may limit the whole
inventory of some of them throughthe rankingin (5a).
The generalizationsin (8) and (9) might seem too strong for two reasons. First, some very
small reduplicantinventories,such as the i vowel inventoryof the Yorubareduplicantin (1), are
never imposed on a whole language. This is an instance of a familiar problem in markedness
theory: markednessfavors small inventories, but some inventories are too small. Markedness
theories of the SPE type take special precautionsto enforce a lower bound on inventory size
(Chomsky and Halle 1968:409ff., Kean 1975:52ff.). A better idea is to admit that very small
inventories are formally possible but unattestedfor functional reasons, since they excessively
restrict the vocabulary (cf. Gnanadesikan1996 on the relevance of this factor in acquisition).
Second, some reduplicants,such as the heavy-syllable reduplicantin Ilokano (McCarthyand
Prince 1986, Hayes and Abad 1989), appearto respect restrictionsthat are never imposed on a
whole language.The key to understandingthese cases is getting the restrictionon the reduplicant
right;it is not "Syllables areheavy" but "Externalaffixes arefootabledomains," hence bimoraic
(McCarthyand Prince 1994b). The same restrictionis active generallyin English, where external
prefixes must be heavy syllables (pre-board,non-linguistic).
We turnnow from the theory of inventoriesto that of default segments, which often emerge
in epenthesisor neutralization.Underspecificationmodels analyzedefaultsas the resultof spelling
out the features of incomplete segments (Archangeli 1984:36, 1988, Broselow 1984, Herzallah
1990, Paradisand Prunet 1991, Pulleyblank 1988). In OT, default segments are determinedby
the same markednessconstraintsthat characterizeinventories(Princeand Smolensky 1993:chap.
9, Smolensky 1993). A default is simply the least markedstructurein some context.
(10) Defn.: Default
A set of segments or structuresa is the default relative to the set S in context K in a
language L iff
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a. a C S; ot, (x (the complementof a in S) ?A0,
b. all membersof at fare equally well on some markednessconstraint(s)M in K, and
all membersof at fare better than any member of cxon M in K, and
c. there is no markednessconstraint C such that C>>M in L, some element of a
violates C, and some element of cxobeys C.
Most of this definitionreflects familiarassumptionsaboutdefaults,thoughwithoutthe orientation
of underspecificationtheory. A segment (or other structure)is a default relative to some larger
set of which it is a member;hence, one sees informal statementslike "Voiceless is the default
for obstruents"or "? is the defaultconsonant."Defaultsmay be contextuallydetermined,because
Universal Grammar(UG) includes markednessconstraintsthat are context-sensitive as well as
context-free;hence, one finds informal statementslike "Vowels are oral by default" modified
by "Vowels are nasal by default next to a nasal consonant." Because markednessconstraints
conflict, language-particularrankingof markednessconstraintscan lead to differences in what
the default is. For example, the default syllable is normally open, as syllabic augmentationin
Lardil demonstrates(Prince and Smolensky 1993), but it is closed word-finally in Makassarese
(McCarthyand Prince 1994a).
Fixed segments derived by TETU rankings are also defaults. TETU rankings cause the
reduplicantto improve on the base in markedness.This improvementis always relative to some
language-particularconstrainthierarchy.Since the same hierarchyis responsible for both fixed
segmentismand classic defaults, it follows that fixed segmentismand classic defaults should not
present an inconsistentpicture.
(11) Reduplication-defaultconnection
Where not copied, reduplicantsare like defaults.
Where reduplicativeTETU and classic default phenomena coexist in a language, they cannot
show attractionto different targets, assuming that all relevant conditions, such as context and
class of affected segments, are the same. All of our case studies below supportthis claim.
This bringsus to a final generalizationderivedfromthe TETUranking(5b): fixed segmentism
need not be "fixed" at all, but may in fact vary dependingon details of the form underevaluation
and the language's constrainthierarchy(see also Spaelti 1997).
(12) Potential variabilityoffixed segmentism
Fixed reduplicativesegmentism may alternateacross different realizations of the reduplicativemorpheme.
Our analyses include two principal types of alternating "fixed" segmentism. In Tiibatulabal,
Nancowry, and Igbo, fixed segmentism alternatescontextually simply because the emergent
markednessconstraint(M(4) in (5b)) evaluates segments relative to context. In Lushootseedand
again in Igbo, M(4) is rankedabove the general BR faithfulnessconstraintsMAXBR and DEPBR,
but below other more specific BR faithfulness constraints.In these cases, the force of M(4) is
felt only when the higher-rankingBR constraintscannotbe satisfied ("Copy this way, else substi-
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tute fixed segmentism"). Although true invariance of fixed segmentism is also possible, the
circumstancesleading to variance are of particularinterest,and we call attentionto them below.
2.1.2 MarkednessTheory In order to illustrateour claims about fixed segmentism and TETU,
we need a theory of universal markedness constraints. Since a comprehensive theory of
markednesswould be tantamountto a comprehensive theory of phonology, our proposals are
necessarilyincompleteand tentative.We also mentionvariousalternativesto emphasizethatother
substantiveassumptionsabout markednessare equally compatible with the model presentedin
the previous section.
Place of articulationis an importantdeterminantof markednessin consonants. Coronals
occasionally appearas defaults (Paradisand Prunet 1991), though the laryngeals, especially ?,
areprobablythe most common defaultconsonants.To express these observationsformally,Prince
and Smolensky (1993:chap. 9; see also Smolensky 1993) propose a metaconstraint,a universal
nonpermutableconstrainthierarchy,which asserts that coronal place is less markedthan dorsal
or labial. Lombardi(1997) extends this hierarchyat the lower end, designatingpharyngeal(which
includes laryngeal)place as less markedthan coronal.
(13) Place-markednesshierarchy (Prince and Smolensky 1993, Lombardi1997)
*PL/LAB, *PL/DORS>>*PL/COR>>*PIJPHAR
Because this hierarchyis fixed universally, a laryngeal like ? will always incur lower-ranking
marks from it than a coronal, labial, or dorsal will. Alternatively,one might retain Prince and
Smolensky's original formulationand regard the laryngeals as truly placeless. In that case, ?
would incur no violations of the place-markednesshierarchy.
Although (13) favors laryngeal place as least marked, other markednessconstraintscan
conflict with (13). Through appropriateranking, these other constraintsensure that 2 does not
have default status in every context in every language. For instance, a constraintbarring? from
codas will conflict with (13) in any situation of coda-filling epenthesis. More generally, the
markednessconstraintsof UG will presumablyreflect the difficulty of perceiving ? as well as
the ease of producingit.8
Following ClementsandHume 1995 andthe literaturereviewed there,we assumethatvowels
bear the same place featuresas consonants:[labial] for roundvowels, [coronal]for front vowels,
[dorsal] for back vowels, and [pharyngeal]for low vowels. According to (13), then, the vowels
thatincurthe lowest-rankingmarksare [coronal]i and [pharyngeal]a. If we adoptthe assumption
that mid vowels combine the featuresof high and low vowels (Schane 1984), then any mid vowel
will incur worse marks than its peripheralcounterparts.9And if a is assumed to be featurally
empty (see van Oostendorp1995 for recent discussion), then it incurs no marksfrom (13) at all.

8 Though (13) favors [pharyngeal]consonants over others, it is up to other constraintsto pick out 2 as the
default
among them. One constraint,often undominated,militates against rare [pharyngeal]consonants like f and h (Lombardi
1997). Another selects 2 over h, perhapson the grounds that 2 is of lower sonority than h and so is favored in syllable
onsets (cf. Clements 1990, Prince and Smolensky 1993).
9 Dispersion effects also militate against mid vowels (Flemming 1995, Gnanadesikan1997).
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In sum, (13) predictsthat the favored default vowels crosslinguisticallywill be i, a, and a. This
is a good matchto the facts, since all threeare typical context-freedefaults(e.g., i anda in various
Arabic dialects (Farwaneh 1995), d in Dutch (van Oostendorp 1995) or Lushootseed (section
2.3)).
Because it incurs no violation marks from (13), a is the least markedvowel according to
this hierarchy.As in the case of consonants,though,otherconstraintscan be broughtinto conflict
with (13) throughranking,to select a or i as the defaultvowel in particularlanguagesor contexts.
One such constraintbars a from prominentsyllables, as in Lushootseed (section 2.3). A more
generalconstraintmilitatesagainsta's featurelessness,on the assumptionthatsyllables areheaded
by their nuclei and segments are headed by their place features.
(14) SEG-HEAD(JunkoIto, personal communication,Ito and Mester 1993)
Every head of a syllable must itself be headed.
Though we use SEG-HEAD in the analyses below, there are other, equally plausible ways of
achieving the same result, such as constraintsexpressing preferences for high-sonority nuclei
(Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985, Prince and Smolensky 1993) or dispersedvowel systems (Flemming
1995).

For i to be a default vowel, as in Yoruba(section 2.2) and stressed syllables of Lushootseed
or some equivalentconstraint
(section 2.3), two interactionswith (13) are necessary: SEG-HEAD
must dominate*PL/COR,
and some constraintdisfavoringa must dominate*PL/PHAR. Concerning
the constraintdisfavoringa, Steriade (1995:139-140) speculates "that the frequentchoice of a
high vowel [in epenthesis]-typically i or i-indicates a preferencefor the vowels thatarephonetically shortest . .." Kirchner(1996), discussing a vowel-raising process, finds evidence for a
similar preference.We thereforeadopt the following constraint,after Kirchner:
(15)

REDUCE

Minimize the durationof short vowels.
This constraintis plausibly involved in raising or reduction processes and epenthesis of high
vowels or a.
A final remark.In Tubatulabal,reduplicativeTETU effects are observed with consonants
only, whereasin Yorubaandin Lushootseedthey areobservedwith vowels only, andin Nancowry
with both consonantsand vowels. We will distinguishamongthese cases by permutingthe ranking
of MAX-CBR,MAX-VBR,and their DEP counterparts(cf. McCarthyand Prince 1994b, Prince and
Smolensky 1993), thereby allowing separate BR faithfulness interactions for consonants and
vowels.
The necessarytheoreticalbackgroundis now in place. We turnto applicationsof the theory.
2.2 Case Study: Yoruba
In Yorubathe reduplicantcopies the initial consonantof the base and combines it with the fixed
vowel i and a high tone.
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Tableau 1
Default epenthesis in Yoruba
11

|

,

/gramna/[*COMPLEX-ONSET SEG-HEAD

,

REDUCE

a.

girama

a

b.

gurama

a, a

c.

gorama

d.

garama

e.

grama

a!

*!

~~~~~~*
PL/DORS,|l

{LAB P/COR|
i

u!

PL/PHAR
a, a
a, a

a, a

a, a

a!, a, a

a, a, a

a, a

a, a

H(i)
(16) Deverbal reduplicationin Yoruba(Akinlabi 1984, Pulleyblank 1988, Ola 1995:86ff.)
'be warm, hot'/'warmth,heat'
gbona'
gbf-gbo'na
~ iijj-jc
'eat'/'act of eating'
jg
'see'/'act of seeing'
rif
ri-rif
We will argue that the fixed vowel i is a consequence of reduplicativeTETU and that it accords
with the default structureof the language.'1
Marantz(1982) analyzes Yoruba with prespecificationof i on a CV template. Pulleyblank
(1988) arguesinsteadthati is a default,a resultof late fill-in of an empty V slot in the reduplicative
affix. Independentevidence for i's default statuscomes from, among otherthings, the phonology
of loanwords, which usually resolve unsyllabifiable sequences by epenthesizing i: gira'ma
grammar'.11
Pulleyblank'sinsightcarriesover into OT, thoughwithoutthe assumptionsaboutunderspecification.To say thati is the default vowel in Yorubais to say thatthe grammarof Yorubaincludes
a rankingin which certainof the constraintsof the place-markednesshierarchy(13) are crucially
dominated(cf. (10)). Specifically, SEG-HEAD (14), which disfavors d, must dominate *PL/COR,
and REDUCE (15), which favors i over a, must dominate *PL/PHAR. For convenience, we will call
the hierarchy(13) modified in this way H(i), as shown in tableau 1. To highlight the locus of
constraintviolation, we have sometimes used the offending segment(s), ratherthan asterisks, to
indicate constraintviolations. We have simplified the tableau by showing only the markedness
violations incurredby vowels, since those are the only relevant differences between candidates,
and by leaving out the IO faithfulness constraints.

10

Bode (1996) reports variation when the base contains u: inf-mu - Int-,nu

'drinkable'. Some speakers find both

variantsequally good, some accept both but prefer i, and some find u "mildly unacceptable." We discuss a similar
situationin Igbo in section 2.3.
l Some loans epenthesize u underconditions of back harmonyor labial attraction,though many loans epenthesize
only i. See Pulleyblank 1988:247ff. for discussion.
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Tableau 2
TETU in Yoruba
II
/RED_jaCb/

a.

'w

b.
c.

a

I

|[

MAX-VIO
_

_

a1%j Eb

jf2-ji2

j SEG-HEAD

REDUCE

I

I

, *PL/DORS, |
*PIJLAB
*PL/COR

J

I
*PLIPHAR | MAX-VBR

e e
,

s

_

_

6

_

_

DEP-VBR

6

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

e

Form (e) in tableau 1, though fully faithful to the input, violates top-ranked*COMPLEXepenthesis is unavoidable.
Tableau 1 shows thatthe choice of which vowel to epenthesizefalls to markednessconsiderations.
All candidatesin tableau 1 equally sharethe markednessviolations incurredby the two a vowels,
so decisive differences will appearin the epentheticvowel itself. The optimal candidateis form
(a), with epenthetici, since it best satisfies H(i) without violating *COMPLEX-ONSET.The default
status of i is a matterof obedience to this hierarchyof markednessconstraints.
The hierarchyH(i) is default-definingbut not inventory-definingin Yoruba;the language as
a whole has other vowels. This shows that H(i) is crucially dominatedby 10 faithfulness constraints,such as MAX-VIO and IDENTIO,SOits force emergesonly in situationswhere10 faithfulness
is not directly relevant.For this reason, the input la/'s of tableau 1 must be reproducedfaithfully
in the output and not simply replaced to improve markedness.
Now we come to reduplicationin tableau2. By virtueof a TETU ranking,H(i) is inventorydefining in the reduplicant,so improvedperformanceon H(i) is obtained at the cost of inexact
copying. Formally, H(i) must dominatethe BR faithfulness constraintsMAX-VBR and DEP-VBR,
even though it is dominatedby the parallel IO faithfulness constraintMAX-VIO. (In the tableau
10 correspondenceis shown by alphabeticsuperscriptsand BR correspondenceby numeric subscripts.)In the actual outputform (a), a vowel of the base is not copied, violating MAX-VBR, and
a noncopiedvowel appearsin the reduplicant,violating DEP-VBR. Nonetheless, its expected syllabic role, as nucleus in the reduplicant,is indispensable.A vocalic nucleus is supplied, and the
chosen vowel minimizes markednessviolation, just like ordinaryepenthesis.
The noncopyingof the vowel in Yorubareduplication-that is, the MAX-VBR violation-is
motivated by exactly the same markednessconstraints,H(i), that determine the choice of the
epentheticvowel. Noncopying arises because MAX-VBR is rankedbelow H(i), so the candidate
with exact copying, (b) in tableau2, fares worse on H(i) than an alternativewith inexact copying
(a). This alternativeis optimalbecause H(i) dominatesMAX-VBR and DEP-VBR. The same reasoning applies with equal force to roots with all the other vowels of Yoruba(except for i itself; see
below).
Candidate(c) in tableau 2 exhibits a different kind of behavior, a kind of back-copying,in
which a derived propertyof the reduplicantis copied back into the base, thereby maintaining
perfectBR identitywhile achieving markednessimprovements.Back-copyingis in generalpossible in reduplication(McCarthyand Prince 1995), but it can never be obtainedin TETU situations
ONSET; because *COMPLEX-ONSETand MAX-CIOdominate DEP-Vio,
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like this one, because the logic of constraintrankingforbids it (McCarthyand Prince, to appear).
Form (c) improves on even the actual outputin H(i) performance,and it achieves perfectionon
MAX-VBR,but it does so at too high a price: violation of top-rankedMAX-VIO.This fault in (c)
is the same as in any example, reduplicatedor not, where an input vowel is replacedby i. (The
same reasoningapplies to (c)'s near-twin, Iji-jlib,
which violates IDENTIO.)This is what it means
to say that the i of the reduplicant is an emergent property of Yoruba phonology. The vowel i is

not a targetto which all input vowels are mappable,because 10 faithfulnesscrucially dominates
the constraintsin H(i).
A question that arises in this context is whether the i of the reduplicantis truly epenthetic
or just an inaccuratecopy. In correspondenceterms, is the actualoutputformilfj4j2, with MAXVBR and DEP-VBRviolations as in (a) of tableau 2, or is it a different candidate,Ji4j-,C2, with
violations of variousIDENTBRconstraints,which requirecorrespondingsegments to matchfeaturally? Tableau2 is constructedunderthe assumptionthatIDENTBRis undominated,but the opposite
approachis equally consistent with all known data in Yoruba. Indeed, either tack would work
and would supportour overall claims. As we note at variouspoints below, otherexamples appear
to require one approachor the other, indicating that both are attested. This is what we would
expect, since both approachesreflect differentpossibilities affordedby rankingpermutation.
Another question concerns the status of the output when the root has the vowel i, such as
rf. Under correspondencetheory, the full descriptionof a candidateincludes any correspondence
relations it enters into. Thus,

rjb-rit2,

with copied i, and

rl-rl2,

with epenthetic i, are formally

distinct (though phonetically identical) candidates.Since both candidatesobey H(i), the latter's
violations of MAX-VBRand DEP-VBRare gratuitous,so r i-rl 2, with copying, must be the actual
output form. The general result is that accidentalresemblancebetween the default segment and
the base leads to copying ratherthan epenthesis, and Igbo (section 2.3) supportsthis result.
This completes the picture of Yoruba fixed segmentism under the TETU ranking schema
(4). The vowel i is the default because it performsbest with respect to the markednesshierarchy
H(i). This defaultvowel emerges in epenthesisbecause there is nothingbetterto epenthesizewith
respectto H(i); it emergesin reduplicationbecauseH(i) is favoredover accuracyof copying. In that
way, H(i) defines the vocalic inventoryof the reduplicant.It thereforeexemplifies the predicted
correlationbetween fixed and default segmentism (11). It also exemplifies the point that the
reduplicant'sinventorycan be a propersubset of the whole language's (7).
2.3 Case Study:Lushootseed
In the Salish language Lushootseed, there is an alternationbetween CV and Ci reduplication.
According to Bates (1986), the choice between CV and Ci is predictableon the basis of the
phonology of the root: "[forms takeCi if CV-prefixationis preventedby independentprinciples"
(Bates 1986:11). Following Urbanczyk (1996b), we will show how these independentprinciples-analyzed as rankedconstraints-interact to produce this pattern.
The reduplicantis always a CV syllable, with a simplex onset and a short vowel. These
requirementsare enforced by the constraints*COMPLEX-ONSET
and No-LONG-VOWEL
deployed
in TETU rankings under GTT (for details see Urbanczyk 1996b). The reduplicantis always
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stressed (with a handful of exceptions) because it is a member of the class of stress-attracting
affixes in Lushootseed. Descriptively, the determinantsof CV versus Ci reduplicationare as
follows:
(17) Lushootseed diminutive reduplication (Bates, Hess, and Hilbert 1994, Urbanczyk
1996b)12

a. CV reduplication
b. Ci reduplication
i. With Cd . .. roots

calas
s-dukw

ca-calos
s-dui-?-dukw

'hand'/'little hand'
'bad'/'riffraff'

talaw-il
gw3dfl

ti-t4law'-il
gi-gw3dil

'run'/'jog'
'sit down'/'sit down
briefly'
'knife'/'small knife'
'hear s.t.'/'hear s.t. a
little'
'rock'"'littlerock'
walking stick'/'little
walking stick'

ii. With CVA.. . roots13 s-du:,kw
luA-d

s di duAkw
li-?-lu:-d

iii. With CC . . . roots

ci-c'X'a?
c i-c'kw'us3d

c X'a?
c'kw9us3d

The restrictions on the reduplicant-stress, *COMPLEX-ONSET,
make
No-LONG-VOWEL-help
sense of the differencebetween the CV-reduplicatingroots in (17a) and the Ci-reduplicatingroots
in (17b). In (17a) it is possible to copy the initial CV sequence of the root exactly and still satisfy
these and other restrictions,but not in (17b).
The Cd roots (17bi) pit exactness of copying (*ta-talaw'-il) againstthe avoidanceof stressed
schwa (ti-talaw'-ii). The latter wins, reflecting a general (though not invariant)patternof the
language.Aside from inherentlystressedmorphemes,NorthernLushootseedlocates stress on the
leftmost nonschwa syllable, otherwise initially.
(18) Stress in Lushootseed (Hess 1977, Bates, Hess, and Hilbert 1994, Urbanczyk 1996b:
135ff.)
?itut
'sleep'
t3yfl
'to go upstream'
'foot'
J6s3d
This stresspatternreflects the dominationof a constraintdemandinginitial stress (ALIGN-L(PrWd,
v)) by the constraint*J (Cohn and McCarthy 1994, Kenstowicz 1994, van Oostendorp 1995,
Urbanczyk 1996b). When a nonschwa vowel is preceded by an initial string of schwas (e.g.,
tdyll), top-ranked*d'is decisive. Otherwise,the main candidatestie on *a, eitherbecause all obey
it (?itut) or all violate it (J5sad). Then ALIGN-Lfavors initial stress.
12
According to Bates (1986), the ? sometimes appearingbetween reduplicantand base is insertedpostlexically. We
disregardit here.
13 A numberof examples of this type arguablyhave long vowels only underlyingly.See Bates 1986 and Urbanczyk
1996b:209.
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Tableau 3
*D>>MAX-VBR,

DEP-VBR

/RED-talaw'-il/
a. c'

b.

*D

MAX-VBR,

DEP-VBR

a, a

t f-t a2law'-il

t152-ta21aw'-i1

*!

a

Though *a is only contingentlyobeyed in the languageas a whole, it is categoricallyobeyed
in the reduplicant.Ratherthancopy and stress a, the reduplicantsupplies a more readilystressable
vowel. The main TETU rankingis given in tableau3; it ensuresthatless exact copying is preferred
to a. To complete the TETU picture, observe that MAX-VIO (or DEP-VIO) and IDENTIOmust
dominate *a; otherwise,Jisad would come out as *J'isad.In this way, stressed schwa is banned

from the inventoryof the reduplicantthough toleratedgenerally.
The usual default vowel in Lushootseedis a, indicatingthat the place-markednesshierarchy
(13) dominates SEG-HEAD
(14). But despite a's general default status, the vowel i is the default
so Lushootseedhas two defaults,
understress.This observationshows that*Odominates*PL/COR,
a for unstressedsyllables and i for stressed syllables. (As (10) emphasizes, contextualdetermination of the default is possible because markednessconstraintsmay be context-sensitive.)Further,
it shows that REDUCE(15) dominates *PL/PHAR,favoring default i over a.

The other two cases of fixed segmentism in Lushootseed (17bii,iii) also involve emergence
of a fixed vowel where copying the base's vowel would create BR identity problems.In tableau
4 the choice is between copying a vowel while shorteningit (b), or not copying it at all (a). This
candidatecomparisonis equivalentto a question raised earlier:Are fixed segments noncopies or
imperfectcopies? Formally,do fixed segments violate MAXBR/DEPBR or do they violate IDENTBR?
The rankingin tableau4 shows that Lushootseedfixed segments are truly epentheticratherthan
imperfect copies of the base.'4 Copying u, without its length, as in (b), violates IDENTBR(IU),
which demandsfaithfulnessto quantity.Not copying u. at all and substitutingi, as in (a), violates
MAX-VBRand DEP-VBR.With the rankingin tableau4, noncopying is the actual outcome.
A similarconstraintconflict can be seen in tableau5. Since initial clusters are bannedfrom
the reduplicant,CIC2V . . . roots offer Hobson's choice: (a) don't copy the vowel at all, (b) skip
or (c) skip C1, violating L-ANCHORBR.
The ranking given in tableau 5
C2, violating CONTIGBR,

Tableau 4
>> MAX-VBR, DEP-VBR
IDENTBR(IW)
/s-RED-du.kwI

| IDENTBR(U)|

a. w s-d,f-d u2 kw

b.

s-d,fi2-d,u2:kw

MAX-VBR:

DEP-VBR

u
*!

14 This argument applies with equal force to a candidate like s-d1f2-d1u2Ak'k,which incurs the same IDENTBR (p)
violation as (b) in tableau 4 as well as featural IDENTBR violations.
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Tableau 5
L-ANCHORBR,

>> MAXVBR, DEP-VBR
CONTIGBR

/RED-6CW'a?/ L-ANCHORBR CONTIGBRMAX-VBR DEP-VBR
a.

c 'f-c

X'2a3?

b.

c'a3-c'1, 2a3?

c.

'2a3c

1 2a3?

a|

,
*!

_

*!

ensures that noncopying is preferredto violating CONTIGBR
or L-ANCHORBR.
Taken together,
tableaux4 and5 providea formalaccountof the most remarkableaspectof Lushootseedreduplication: bad copying on one dimension (violating MAX-VBRand DEP-VBR)is toleratedin order to
avoid bad copying on other dimensions (violating IDENTBR(01),CONTIGBR,or L-ANCHORBR).

Lushootseed shows that fixed segmentism can emerge as a kind of compensation, when
bettercopying is ruledout by high-rankingconstraints.Two othercases known to us, Makassarese
and Igbo, have this propertyas well. Makassareseis analyzed in these terms by McCarthyand
Prince (1994a); here we will focus on Igbo (Clark 1990, Clements 1989, Ni Chiosaiinand Padgett
1995, Beckman 1998). Several familiar phonological processes-labial and palatal attraction,
roundingharmony-are emergent in the reduplicant,but only if it is not identical to the base.
(19) Reduplicationin Igbol5
a. A high vowel is copied exactly:
ti-ti
nu-nu
'cracking'
'snapping'
luju
jiiji
mi-mi
mu-mu
'drying'
b. Otherwise, labial/palatalattraction:
cI-co
bu-be
'seeking'
nyi-nyo 'shadow'
gbu-gbe
c. Otherwise,roundingharmony:
ki-ke
'sharing'
ko-k3
ni-na
'going home'
nu-no

'pushing'
'being full'
'learning'
'cutting'
'crawling'
'telling'
'swallowing'

The vowel of the reduplicantis always high, a TETU effect like the one in Yoruba (see tableau
2). If the vowel of the base is also high, it can be copied exactly, and so it is. But if the vowel
of the base is not high, then it cannot be copied exactly, and so it is not copied at all. Instead,
the backness and roundingof the noncopied vowel are determinedby a hierarchyof emergent
phonological processes: attractionto a labial or palatal consonant, and otherwise roundingharmony. The "fixed"' segmentism of Igbo is variable in a way that depends on its phonological
context and the possibility of exact copying. The rankingfor "Copy exactly if possible, otherwise ... " is abstractlythe same as in Lushootseed (cf. tableau 4). The various "otherwise"

15

ya.

For clarity, tones and affixes have been suppressed. Inexplicably, the reduplicant has u just in case the base is
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conditions are characterizedby TETU rankingsof the same constraintsresponsiblefor processes
of labial/palatalattractionand roundingharmonyglobally in otherlanguages.See Beckman 1998
and Ni Chiosaiinand Padgett 1995 for the full story.
In summary,Lushootseedprovides supportfor all of the claims about fixed segmentismby
TETU that were developed in section 2.1. In Lushootseedas a whole, stressedschwa is avoided,
though it is possible under duress. The phonology of the reduplicantaccords exactly with this
independentlymotivateddefault (see (11)). Anotherclaim is that an inventoryrestrictionon the
reduplicantin one case will be paralleled by an inventory restrictionon a whole language in
anothercase (8)-(9). This is also trueof *a, which is unviolatedin Indonesian(CohnandMcCarthy
1994). Fixed segmentism may also be variable (12), and in Lushootseedit is, appearingonly in
situationswhere *', IDENTBR(R), CONTIGBR, or L-ANCHORBR is at issue.
Lushootseedshows thatothermodels of fixed segmentismare inadequate.Marantz's(1982)
approachcannotexpress the contingentcharacterof Lushootseedfixed segmentism.Prespecification is all-or-nothing,butthe appearanceof fixed segmentismin Lushootseeddependson a delicate
interplayof phonological and BR correspondenceconstraints.Steriade's (1988) full-copy model
(FCM) posits a series of derivationalsteps to effect reduplication(see (24) below for the details):
(a) a full copy of the base is made; (b) fixed segments are specified by substitutionrules applied
to the full copy; and (c) the copy is reduced to match the template. We have shown, however,
that the appearanceof fixed segmentism in forms like s-di-'du*kw
is a side effect of template
matching (see tableau 4). Since the FCM handles fixed segmentism with rules applied before
template matching, there is no way to make fixed segmentism depend on templatematching.
In contrast, Urbanczyk's (1996b) analysis, which we have summarizedhere, shows that
constraintranking in OT can characterizethe conditions and natureof Lushootseed fixed segmentism, thereby giving full formal expression to Bates's (1986) insight that fixed segmentism
emerges where exact copying is excluded by independentconstraints.
2.4 Case Study: Tubatulabal
In the Uto-Aztecan language Tubatulabal,aspectualreduplicationhas two significant segmental
properties:fixed initial ? and the contextually determinedpossibility of a nasal coda (Voegelin
1935, Swadesh and Voegelin 1939).
(20) Reduplicationin Tuibatulabal(examples from Voegelin 1958)16
a. Reduplicant-initial2, regardlessof base-initial consonant
pitita
?i-pitita
'to turn over'
to:yan
?o:-doyan
'he is copulating'
Ji?iwi
'it looks different'
?W-fi7iwi
7a.ba?iw
?a.-?aba?iw
'it is showing'
16
All initial stops are voiceless, but when prefixation(usually reduplicative)puts them into medial position, some
alternatein voicing (to:yan/?op-doyan)and others do not (pitital_?i-pitfita), dependingon the lexical item involved. When
the root-initialstop is voiced, the reduplicantis heavy (CV: or CVN); otherwise,it is light (CV). Some analysts(McCawley
1969, Heath 1981) argue that this is evidence for an underlyingdistinction between simplex and geminate consonants.
The geminates resist intervocalic voicing and requirethe preceding vowel to be short (cf. Crowhurst1991).
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b. Reduplicant-finalnasal, copying base, if base begins with oral stop or affricate
paeham
?am-baiham
'to hide in the blind'
tumuAga
'to dream'
?un-dumulga
tsama
7an-dzama
'it's burning'
cf.?oAm
?oA-?om,*?oN-?om
'to string beads'
We will argue that the reduplicant-initial? accords with the default status of that segment in
Tubatulabal,parallelingthe analysis of i in Yoruba.We will show that the reduplicant-finalnasal
is governed by the same universal markednessconstraintsthat define inventories in languages
like Japaneseor Diola-Fogny. And we will show how variationin the shape of the reduplicant
(absence or presenceof the coda nasal) follows from these constraintsas well. Thus, reduplication
in Tubatulabalsupportsall our main claims about fixed segmentism as TETU.
The initial ? of the reduplicantconverges with the independentlymotivated default onset,
which appears in hiatus resolution (Voegelin 1935:74, 114). Glottal stop is the default onset
because it satisfies some hierarchyof markednessconstraintsbetterthan any otherpossible onset
(cf. (10)). The core of this hierarchyis the fixed universalranking(13), which favors laryngeal
place over the alternatives.Thus, in situationsof hiatus in Tubatulabal,where epenthesisof some
consonant is compelled by high-rankingONSET(i.e., ONSET,MAX-VjO>>DEP-CjO),the default
consonantthat emerges is 2, simply because it is better, accordingto (13), than alternativeslike
p, k, or t. The details parallel those of i-epenthesis in Yoruba (see tableau 1).
Moreover,in a parallelto tableau2, the place-markednesshierarchy(13) will compel imperfect copying, with 2 emerging in place of a copy of the base-initialconsonant.Fixed segmentism
emerges when BR identity requirementsare subordinatedto markednessconstraintsunder the
TETU rubric.In a reduplicatedform like ?o,-doyan, three aspects of BR identity are violated in
pursuitof segmental unmarkedness:
*

MAX-CBR

is violated because the base's initial d lacks a reduplicativecorrespondent.

* DEPBRis violated by the fixed, noncorrespondent?.
* L-ANCHORBR
requiresthat the leftmost segment of the base have a correspondentin the
reduplicant.This is an edge-specific versionof MAXBR,keyed to the well-knownpreference
for copying edge material(Marantz1982, McCarthyand Prince 1986:sec. 4, Yip 1988).
The full ranking is therefore as in tableau 6, a typical case of TETU. Form (a) has a fixed
reduplicant-initial?, which is not in correspondencewith anythingin the base; that is, it is epenthetic. Form (b) has a more exact copy, but incurs worse violation of the place-markedness
hierarchy(13). Since (13) dominatesthe BR faithfulnessrequirements,(b) is nonoptimal.Form
(c) involves noncopying of the base-initial consonant, but does not replace it with ?-a fatal
error,given ONSET'S
undominatedstatusin this language.And form (d), which replacesall consonantswith ?, achieves significantmarkednessimprovementacross the boardand perfect copying,
but it does so at the expense of fatally violating MAX-CIO.(Similarly, reducing all of the base's
consonants to ? while maintaining10 correspondencewould satisfy MAX-C1Obut incur equally
fatal violations of various featuralIDENTI0constraints.)
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Tableau 6
The Tubatulabal onset

I*PL/DORS, l
/RED-toyan/

MAX-CIO:

*PL/LAB

ONSET

a.

?o,2-d o2yan

_____|

b.

t1o,.-d,o2yan

_

l
*PLJCOR

*PL/PHAR

d, y, n
_

MAX/CBR

o,:-do,yan

?o2-?lo0?a?

d,

y, n

t!, d, y, n

d, y,n
?,?,?,?

Y,n!

L-ANCHORBR

'

d?y,

d, y, n

c.

d.

DEP-CBR

*

?,?

We turn now to the reduplicant'scoda. The first thing that must be explained is why the
coda is usually absent. There is no constraintlike ONSET to demand that syllables have codas,
so any coda posited,even ?, would involve gratuitousviolation of the place-markednesshierarchy,
even though it would better satisfy MAX-CBR.'7 Tableau 7 makes this clear. The full placemarkednesshierarchymilitates against all consonants,whatevertheir source or nature.By dominating MAX-CBR, it bars the copying of consonants in Tiubatulabal, in onset or coda position.
(The vowel length alternation is discussed in footnote 16.)
There is, however, one circumstance where the reduplicant actually requires a coda. If having
a coda does not introduce additional place-markedness violations, then all place-markedness constraints will tie. Exactly this situation is evidenced in (20b): a nasal is copied if it can share place
with a following base-initial stop (e.g., ?un-dumu,ga). Under the usual assumption that the cluster
shares a single place node (representedhere by the ligature nd), it incurs just one violation of
the relevant place-markedness constraint. (That is, the *PL/X constraints look at autosegmental

tiers ratherthanindividualsegments (McCarthyand Prince 1994a, Ito and Mester 1994, Beckman
1995).) Thus, place markednessdoes not decide between copying a place-linkedcoda nasal and
not copying it; this tie then goes to MAX-CBR, which favors copying the nasal. It should be noted,
though, that there is an alternativeanalysis of evidently equal merit:that the emergentconstraint
is actuallya version of Ito's (1986) Coda Condition,which does not allow coda position to license
a freestandingplace feature.Eitherapproachis fully consistentwith the premisesof section 2.1.1.
Tableau 7
The codaless reduplicant in Tubatulabal
*PL/DORS,

/RED-fi?i wi/

b.

?2?3-i2?3iwi

*PL/LAB

w

*PL/COR

f

*PL/PHAR

?, ?, ?!

MAX-CBR

f,

w

'7 In addition,any constraintspecifically prohibitinglaryngeal codas, as suggested in section 2.1.2, would account
for their absence in the Tiubatulabalreduplicant.
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Tableau 8
The assimilatednasal coda in the Tubatulabalreduplicant
*PL/DORS,

/RED-dumu.ga/
a.
b.

*PL[LAB

?u2n3-du2m3u:ga
?u2-d1u2m3u.ga

*PLJCOR

*PL/PHAR

MAX-CBR

g, m

nd

g

g, m

d

m!,g

IDENTBR(Place)

*

Tableau 8 completes the analysis of the nasal coda at the level of formal detail. The only
relevantdifference between the two candidatesin this tableau is in the extent of copying: in (a)
the m is copied, nonidentically,as n in the reduplicant,whereas in (b) the m is not copied at all.
As long as IDENTBR(Place) is low-ranking,form (a) is a better copy than form (b). And they tie
on place markedness,because the doubly linked [coronal] feature of nd gets the same violation
mark as the singly linked [coronal] feature of d.'8
Some final points about the analysis. First, the reduplicantpermitsa nasal coda only before
a root-initialoral stop or affricate.This follows from independentlymotivatedrestrictionson NC
clusters,for which see Padgett 1991, 1994, andreferencesthere.Second, the restrictionon reduplicant codas is a furtherinstance of TETU, since the language as a whole permits a much wider
range of codas, as Carden(1984) emphasizes (also see Heath 1981). Third,because it evaluates
copying and assimilation in parallel, this analysis solves a problem with serial treatmentsof
Tubatulabal.Serial analyses encounteran orderingparadox:the nasal can be copied because it
assimilates to the following stop, but it cannot assimilate until it has copied. In a strictly serial
derivation,eithercopying or assimilationmust take place first, but neitherorderyields the correct
result. Parallelismin OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993) thereforereceives supportfrom Tubatulabal.
To sum up, we have shown that the occurrence and distributionof a nasal coda in the
Tubatulabalreduplicantfollows from the same constraint interactionthat yields the initial ?:
dominationof MAX-CBRby the place-markednesshierarchy.This result exemplifies the observation in (7) thatthe reduplicant'sinventorycan be a propersubset of the whole language's. It also
exemplifies one of the predictedtypes of variancein fixed segmentism in (12). The reduplicant
has a coda only when copying andplace linkingarepossible;otherwise,the reduplicantis codaless.
Finally, it supportsthe claim that every fixed-segmentismTETU effect-that is, every inventory
restrictionon a reduplicant-has a counterpartin the inventorystructureof whole languages,and
vice versa (8)-(9). Many languages restrict their coda inventories to place-linked clusters (Ito
1986, Goldsmith 1990, Yip 1991), just as Tubatulabalrestrictsits reduplicant.
Compare this analysis to a prespecificationalaccount. Kiparsky (1986:61) proposes that
there are two distinct types of templatic prespecification, absolute and conditional. Absolute

18
Tubatulabaldoes not permitgeminates across reduplicant-basejuncture(e.g., pa:bi - *?ap:a:bi, where the p: is
simultaneouslyan 10 correspondentof the underlyingroot-initial/p/ and a BR correspondentof the root-medialb). This
transmorphemicfusion is ruled out by the constraintMoRPH-DIs (McCarthyand Prince 1995:310).
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prespecificationis the same as in Marantz1982; conditionalprespecificationdeterminesthe class
of potential fillers for a template slot, but does not requirethat the slot be filled in fact. In these
terms, Tubatulabalis describedas having a C1VC2template,where C1 is absolutelyprespecified
as ? and C2 is contingently prespecified as [+ nasal]. Descriptively, this is satisfactory,but it
misses a generalization:what is absoluteor conditionalin Tubatulabalprespecificationis exactly
what is absolute or conditionalin the language as a whole, since onsets are obligatorybut codas
are not.
The FCM of Steriade 1988 has similardifficulties in generalizingover the Tubatulabalonset
and coda. In the FCM, markednessparametersspecify the shape of reduplicativetemplates, so
the coda restrictionwould be seen in these terms. But fixed segments are attributedto special
rules applied prior to template matching (see (24)). This means that the FCM uses different
devices, appliedat differentstages of the derivation,to expressthe restrictionson the reduplicant's
onset and coda.
Summarizing,we have arguedthat two fixed propertiesof the Tiubatulabal
reduplicant-the
initial ? and the homorganicnasal coda-are forced by the place-markednesshierarchythrough
dominationof BR faithfulness.These unmarkedpropertiesare emergent, in the sense that they
are not observedin the languageas a whole, because of high-rankingIO faithfulness.As predicted
by the TETU model of fixed segmentism,these propertiesshow significantcorrelationswith the
default status of ? in Tiibatulabaland the typology of coda restrictions.
2.5 Case Study:Nancowry
Nancowry (also called Nicobarese) is an Austroasiaticlanguage spoken in the AndamanIslands.
Radhakrishnan(1981) provides a detailed discussion of Nancowry phonology and morphology,
and this has served as the basis of our analysisbelow. In addition,we have checkedthe generalizations against a comprehensivelist of roots and their derivativesthat he provides. Our attention
was first directedto Nancowry by the discussion in Carden 1984 and Steriade 1988.
We will begin with a few words aboutthe generalphonology of Nancowry.Roots areusually
monosyllabic but occasionally disyllabic. Stress falls on the last (or only) syllable of the root.
The range of permissible phonological contrasts in stressed syllables is much greater than in
unstressed syllables: stressed syllables have 10 oral and 10 nasal vowels and 5 diphthongs,but
unstressedsyllables have only i, u, and a. This reductionof the inventoryin unstressedsyllables
is a familiarphenomenon;space limitationspreclude giving an analysis here, but it is relatively
easy to constructan account in terms of the interactionof markednessand positionalfaithfulness
constraints(Beckman 1997).
The reduplicantis prefixed, and reduplicationis permittedonly with monosyllabic roots
(Radhakrishnan1981:51).19As the data in table 1 show, the reduplicanthas a complex patterm
of dependence on and independencefrom the base.

19

See Takeda 1997 on the restrictionto monosyllabic roots in the related language Kammu.
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Table 1
Reduplicationin Nancowry
Final C

Red.-root

Gloss (simple/reduplicated)

Frequency

a. With root-final coronal or palatal stop-reduplicant is ?it or Yin
'to rub'I'to kick with the foot'
?it-sut
t
n
'groaningnoise'/'to groan'
?in-jiuan
?it-cac
'word'/'to pray'
c
'to cut things to pieces'/'to cut things to pieces'
?in-seji
P1

15
12
14
9

b. With root-finalcoronal or palatalcontinuant-reduplicant is ?i
'to fall off [bird's feather]'/'to pluck out'
s
?i-tus
?i-ruay
y
'moving back and forth'/'to beckon'

4
7

c. With root-final dorsal stop-reduplicant is ?up/?umor ?ukl?uy
'to hold'/'to sting'
p
7up-kop
m
?um-rom
'flesh of fruit'/'to eat pandanusfruit'
k
'binding'/'to bind'
7uk-jiiak
'comer'/'comer'
7uin-miaI
u

10
9
13
13

d. With root-final dorsal continuant-reduplicant is ?u
w
?u-how-a
'empty'/'cave'
i
'round'/'a knot'
?u-tuaf

10
18

e. With root-final ?-reduplicant is ?u
7
'to leave s.t.'/'to lay an egg'
?u-ya?

7

f. With root-final h-reduplicant is ?u or ?i
h
?u-k6h
'downwardcurve'/'round,spherical'
h
?i-fah
'to sweep'/'to sweep'
h
?u-?i-toh
unattested/'torefuse'

18
12
2

g. With root-final vowel-reduplicant is 2i
'twisted'/'to wring'
V
?i-mua

8

All

The reduplicantbegins with an epenthetic ?. The evidence of ?'s epenthetic status
comes from alternationslike the following: /ma-RED-kec/-*m-it-kec,*ma-?it-kec.
(a,c) A root-finaloral or nasal stop is copied, with palatalsc andji becoming plain coronals.
The vowel of the reduplicantis determinedby this consonant, i with coronals and u
with labials or dorsals.
(b,d) With a root-finalcontinuant,the reduplicanthas no coda. But the vowel of the reduplicant is still determinedby the final consonantof the root, just as if it were copied (i
with s or y, and u with w or 1).20
(e,f) If the root ends in a laryngeal, the reduplicanthas no coda. The choice of vowel in
the reduplicant is inconsistent (see below).

(g)

20

Vowel-final roots reduplicateregularlywith ?i. A few roots listed as vowel-final reduplicate with u, but may actually be w-final.

Syllable-final 1 is dark (Radhakrishnan1981:32).
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Our primaryfocus will be on the solidly attested and systematic behavior of roots ending in a
high glide, 1, s, or a stop ((a-d) in table 1). We will have less to say about the other roots (e-g).
The reduplicant-initial? is familiarfromTiibatulabal.Unmarkedplace emergesin the reduplicant's onset, showing that the place-markednesshierarchyis rankedabove MAX-CBR
and DEPCBR.An interestingcomplication is that the Nancowry reduplicantmaintainsplace distinctions
in the coda, though only if the correspondingbase ends in an oral or nasal stop. Below we will
arguethatthe root-finalconsonantis always copied (an anchoringeffect), thoughstricturalfactors
may cause it to be copied as a vowel.
In some languages, such as Nisgha (Shaw 1987:295-296), the quality of epentheticvowels
is determinedby agreementwith an adjacentconsonant.The situationis the same for the vowel
in the Nancowryreduplicant:it sharesplace featureswith the adjacentcoda, if any. For example,
[coronal]place is sharedin the form it3-s1U2t3, [labial]place is sharedin 3-kld2p3, and [dorsal]
place is sharedin y.k4-jzli2a3k4.The emergentconstraint,then, is one that compels assimilation;
for concreteness, we adopt AGREE(Place)
(Lombardi1997, Gnanadesikan1997, Bakovic 1999),
which is violated by any pair of adjacent segments that do not share a place feature. Since
unassimilatedalternativeslike *?ip3-ka2p3 or *__a3-k1d2p3 in fact do better on *PL/DORS
than
the actual output form ?-3-k1d2p3, AGREE(Place)
must crucially dominate *PL/DORS
(and *PL/
LAB). And since AGREE(Place)
forces noncopying and emergence of a (contextuallydetermined)
defaultvowel, it must also dominateMAX-VBRand DEP-VBR.This too is emergentunmarkedness,
though of the context-sensitive variety (cf. (10), (12)). Assimilation of nucleus to coda is not a
general phenomenonof Nancowry, but it appearsin the reduplicant,parallelingthe behaviorof
epenthetic default segments in languages like Nisgha.
Thoughthe reduplicant's onset and nucleus show emergentunmarkedness,copying still goes
on in Nancowry root-finally. Place markedness is crucially dominated, then, by a constraint
requiringfaithful copying of the root-finalconsonant.That constraintis R-ANCHORBR(Root,
Reduplicant),which demandsthat the segment at the right edge of the root standin correspondence
with a segment at the right edge of the reduplicant.Usually, prefixing reduplicationfavors leftanchoringover right-anchoring(L-ANCHORBR>>R-ANCHORBR), with the oppositesituationobtaining in suffixing reduplication.But free permutationof rankingpredictsthe possibility of reversal,
as in Nancowry. Observe also that the copied root-finalconsonantis not at liberty to change its
place of articulationto achieve improvementon place markednessor AGREE(Place),
so kap cannot
reduplicateas *?it3-kja2p3 or *?uk34k42p3. This shows that IDENTBR(Place) is rankedabove both
place markednessand AGREE(Place).
Summing up, we have argued that Nancowry ranks the place-markednesshierarchyand
AGREE(Place)
above variousBR correspondenceconstraints:MAX-CBR,
MAX-VBR,theirDEPcounterparts,and L-ANCHORBR. Hence, unmarkedstructureemerges in both the onset and the nucleus
of the reduplicant:the onset is ? and, by virtueof AGREE(Place),
the nucleus sharesplace features
with the following coda. But despite this patternof noncopying and emergentunmarkedness,the
root-finalconsonantmust be copied faithfully,because R-ANCHORBR and IDENTBR(Place) are topranked.
The interplay among these factors can be seen in tableau 9. Candidate(a) is optimal. It
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Tableau 9
/RED-nag/ -> ?uij-naij'dust,mushroom'
,

R-ANCHORBR,

/RED-nar/
a.

?ii3-na2j3

b.

n a2j3-n1a213

c.

d.
e.

IDENTBR(Place)

u

, {i

na, arj!, -9n,na,ag

|

nu, Jn,na,ag
?i, na,a

?in3-na2203

*!P,na,

cal

MAX-CBR'

*PLJDORS *PL/LAB

?u, yn, na, ai |

n1uj3-n,a2j3
?i-n,a2]3

AGREE(PlaCe)

u

|uV,

8

*PLJCOR

*PUPHAR

MAX-VBR

n, a

n

?,a

n, n

a, a

n!, n
inn

a
aa

n, a

i n

a
2L,

n, a, t

a

but otherwiseit allows unmarkedstructure
copies the root-finaly, as demandedby R-ANCHORBR,
to emerge in the reduplicant(default onset, linked nucleus). Unlike (a), form (b) has perfect
copying, but at the expense of a fatal violation of AGREE(Place).
are
(Violations of AGREE(Place)
indicatedby showing the offending pair of nonagreeingadjacentsegments.) Form (c) fares worse
on the place-markednesshierarchy,because it does not have a default onset in the reduplicant.
Finally, forms (d) and (e) have producedmarkednessimprovementby alteringor failing to copy
the root-final consonant, contrary to the dictates of IDENTBR(Place)and R-ANCHORBR.These
candidateshelp make the point that R-ANCHORBR
defines a specific condition where BR faithfulness is strongly enforced, though other important constraints on BR faithfulness (MAXBR,
are low-ranking.
L-ANCHORBR)
Othercandidates,not consideredin tableau9, involve otherways of satisfyingAGREE(Place),
by linking place between onset and nucleus in additionto (or instead of) nucleus and coda, as in
*?a2V3-nja2V3, *riLn3-rju2n3,or *pM 3-cli2m3.Place linkage of CV sequences is not observed in
the Nancowryreduplicant,thoughlinkage of tautosyllabicVC sequences is pervasive.It is known
that the possibility of autosegmentallinkage may depend on the prosodic roles of the segments
involved (Fu 1990, Ito and Mester 1995:838, Ito, Mester, and Padgett 1995:600ff., Lamontagne
1993:135, Selkirk 1990a,b). In Nancowry, then, a constraintagainst CV linkage must dominate
AGREE(Place).
The analysis thus far accountsfor the stop-finalroots ((a,c) in table 1). We turnnow to roots
ending in the continuantss, , w, or y ((b,d) in table 1). The reduplicantends in a vowel that is
homorganicto the root-finalconsonant:i when the root ends in s or y (7-tus, ?i-ruay)and u when
the root ends in I or w (?u-tuaf, ?u-how). The core of our proposal is that these roots satisfy
R-ANCHORBR
just as the roots ending in stops do, but they do so by alteringthe copied segment
from a continuantto a vowel. Formally, the root-final consonant stands in correspondencewith
the reduplicant-finalvowel: 2i3-t1u2s3, u3-h1d2w3, and so on. R-ANCHORBR,
which demandscorrespondence between the rightmostsegments of base and reduplicant,is satisfied here just as it is
with the stop-final roots, but there is a mismatch of featuralmakeup (i/s, u/I) and prosodic role
(ily, u/w) between the correspondingsegments.
We will focus on the featuraldisparity.When s is placed in correspondencewith i or I with
u, there is disparityof stricture,and since BR correspondenceis at issue, the constraintbeing
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violated is of the IDENTBRfamily. This violation of IDENTBRmust be compelled by an emergent
markednessconstraint.There are two likely candidatesfor what it is. One is a constraintbanning
continuantsfrom coda position (Steriade 1988, Zec 1995:111-112). The other is general NoCODA.Eitherway, the responsibleconstraintis one that has an establishedbasis in the inventory
structureof whole languages, in conformity with (7)-(8).
The first alternativeis easy to work out, so here we will addressthe second, which is a little
more subtle. The idea is that No-CODAforces reduplicative vocalization in 3-t1u2s3 and
But reduplicativevocalization of a stop (*?u, -kapj, !uj-romj) is not possible, and
?u4-t1u2a314.
then the reduplicanthas a coda (?uv -kap1, um -romj).It falls to the IDENTBR constraintsto distini, n-i
guish the permissible B -- R mappings (s -* i, 1 -- u) from the impermissible ones (t
-

p

-+ u, m

-

u).

A phonological scale is one way to make sense of these IDENTBR constraints.Drawing evidence from lenition, coalescence, and inventories, Gnanadesikan(1997) proposes that stricture
is expressed by values on a ternaryscale (supplanting[continuant]and [consonantal]).21
(21) Consonantalstricture (CS) scale
CS] stop > CS2 fricative/liquid> CS3 vocoid/laryngeal
Faithfulness on a scale has a naturalinterpretation:a change of only one step is more faithful
than a change of two steps.
(22) Faithfulness on the CS scale (Gnanadesikan1997)
a. IDENT(CS)
Correspondingsegments must have identical values on the CS scale.

b.

IDENTAdj(CS)

Correspondingsegments must have identical or adjacentvalues on the CS scale.
IDENT(CS) is violated whenever IDENTAdj(CS) is, but not vice versa, so two-step movements

always incur worse faithfulnessviolations than one-step movements, other things being equal.
In Nancowry, NO-CODA is able to compel violation of IDENTBR(CS) but not of
IDENTBAP(CS). The rankingargumentin tableau 10 shows why a deviation of one step on the CS
scale is permissibleto achieve a codaless reduplicant,and the argumentin tableau 11 shows why
a deviation of two steps is not. These tableaux also confirm the decisive role of top-ranking
R-ANCHORBR, which demandsthat the root-final consonanthave a correspondentin the reduplicant.
This concludes the main points of our analysis of Nancowry, which is summarizedin (23).
(23) Rankingsummary-Nancowry
a. Place-markednesshierarchy> MAX-CBR, DEP-CBR
Improvementin place markednessis achievedby noncopyingof the onset, substituting a default.
21 Relevant earlierwork on phonological scales or n-ary features
includes Clements 1990, Ladefoged 1971, Selkirk
1984, and Williamson 1977.
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Tableau 10
NO-CODA

>>

IDENTBR(CS)

/RED-tus/

R-ANCHORBR

IDENTBR(CS)

c.

IDENTBR(CS)

*

i3-t*u2s3

a.

NO-CODA

*

?u2-t1u2s3

Tableau 11
IDENTAdj(CS)

>> NO-CODA

/RED-cat/
a.

b.
c.

'

R-ANCHORBR

?it3-ca2t3

NO-CODA

|IDENTBR(CS)

**

*

?i3-c,a2t3
?a2-ca2t3

IDENTAdj(CS)|

*!

*

*

>> MAX-VBR,
b. AGREE(Place)
DEP-VBR,
place-markednesshierarchy
The nucleus of the reduplicantis an assimilateddefault vowel ratherthan a copy.
>> place-markednesshierarchy
c. MAX-CIO,
MAX-VIO>> AGREE(Place)
Segments outside the reduplicantare not generally deleted or assimilated.
d. R-ANCHORBR,
IDENTBR(Place)>> place-markedness hierarchy

The root-finalconsonantis copied faithfullydespitethe attendantcost in markedness.
e. IDENTO(CS) >> No-CODA>> IDENTBR(CS)
To avoid a coda in the reduplicant,the final consonant of the base is copied as a
vowel, but only if it is similar to a vowel stricturally.
>> NO-CODA
f. MAX-CIO,
IDENTIO(CS)
The language as a whole has codas, including both stops and continuants.22
Overall, this is a typical case of TETU: 10 faithfulness stands at the top of the hierarchy,BR
faithfulnessstandsat the bottom,and markednessconstraintson codas and place are in the middle.
Two BR correspondenceconstraintsare located at the top, however, and they give the system
ensures that the root-final consonant is reduplicated,though
much of its interest. R-ANCHORBR
A(CS), combined with
place markednesswould be better served by not copying it. And IDENT
forces CVC reduplicants with stop-final roots, in spite of No-CODA.
R-ANCHORBR,

Several other markedness constraints are also emergent in the reduplicant.A constraint
againstpalatalcodas is evidencedby the patternin (a) of table 1. Thatsame constraintis inventory22
Because the reduplicantis unstressed,its TETU characteristicsmust be measuredagainstthose of other unstressed
syllables. The evidence for unstressedsyllables in the language as a whole is somewhatlimited: infixation into disyllabic
stems (/pal6?/ - pumlW?),the "particles" (Radhakrishnan1981:82), and the loan kulmore'gold' (Radhakrishnan1981:

19).
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defining in Koreanand Sanskrit,which lack palatalcodas categorically.The constraintsgranting
default status to i emerge with vowel-final roots ((g) of table 1), which usually reduplicatewith
?i-. The behaviorof laryngeal-finalroots ((e,f) of table 1) suggests two more TETU effects. First,
neither 2 nor h appearsas a coda in the reduplicant.Plausibly,this is anotheremergentconstraint
that is independentlyattestedas a restrictionon inventories(English h, Semitic gutturals(McCarthy 1994)). Second, Nancowry generally permits i, u, and a in unstressed syllables, but only i
and u in the reduplicant,even with a laryngeal-finalroot. This too is an emergentconstraint:see
REDUCE (15) and alternativesdiscussed in section 2.1.2. Our system thereforepredictsconsistent
?i-reduplicationwith laryngeal-finalroots. In fact, the more common h-final roots divide between
a majoritywith ?u- and a large minority with ?i-, whereas the few ?-final roots all reduplicate
with ?u-. We do not have a satisfactoryexplanationfor this, thoughRadhakrishnan
(1981) proposes
a kind of laryngeal-dorsalconnection (see Merlingen 1977:44ff.).
A system with Nancowry's richnessbears on many of the claims developed in section 2.1.1.
The reduplicant'ssegmental inventory is certainly a proper subset of the whole language's (7).
The fixed 2 onset of the reduplicantconverges with the independentlynecessary default onset in
epenthesis situations (11). The vowel of the reduplicantis high, but otherwise varies depending
on the final consonant of the base (12). And the coda restrictionsinvolve constraintsthat have
inventory-definingforce in other languages (8)-(9). Constraintrankingand violation-essential
to OT-allow a complex patternof interdependenciesin the reduplicantto be derivedfrom these
simple markednessconstraints.
In contrast,the prespecificationmodel cannot deal with the facts of Nancowryeven descriptively. The argumentrecapitulatesone made previously, and we will not belabor it here. It is
more interestingto examine an earlieraccountof Nancowry set within anotherframework,Steriade's (1988) FCM. As we noted previously, Steriade's insight that markednessplays a role in
defining templates is an importantone (sharedin part with Shaw 1987)-and this insight finds
fullest expression in OT throughthe TETU rubric(McCarthyand Prince 1994a,b). But the FCM
treats only the prosodic structureof the reduplicantin markednessterms; fixed segmentism in
the reduplicantis attributedto an apparatusof special postcopying phonological operations.According to Steriade (1988:133-134), Nancowry supplies an argumentfor this distinction.
The argumentrests on examples with root-finalcontinuantslike ?i-?as 'sneeze'. The derivation proceeds something like this:
(24) FCM derivation of ?i-?as
Input
a. Full copy
b. Fixed-segmentismphonological operations
Onset Substitution(2), Nucleus Substitution(u)
Assimilation (u -- i

c. Template matching

[coronal])

?as
?as-?as
7us-?as
?is-?as

?i-?as

Stage (a) is full copying of the base. Orderedrules then apply (only to reduplicants)at stage (b).
The last of these, Assimilation, shows why s must be copied at stage (a): it is needed to condition
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assimilation,which replaces the fixed vowel u with i before a coronal.Then at stage (c) s deletes
because it cannot be accommodatedto the template, which permits only stops as codas. The
informationneeded to apply Assimilation is availableonly at an intermediatestage of the derivation, after copying and before templatematching.This intermediatestage is one reason why the
FCM attributesfixed segmentism and templatesto entirely differentmechanisms.23
The analysisthatwe have presentedeliminatesthe need for this intermediatestage and hence
allows both fixed segmentismand templatesto be subsumedundera single rubric,TETU. Where
the FCM posits a componentof apparentlyunrestrictedrewriterules like those in (24b), we have
arguedthatfixed segmentismcomes from the same source as inventories,defaults,andphonological alternationsgenerally:markednessconstraints.
2.6 Summary
OT posits a few primitives to account for phonology and reduplicativemorphology:universal
markednessconstraints,faithfulnessconstraintsin the IO and BR dimensions, and adjudication
of constraintconflict throughranking.We have arguedthat these primitivesare enough to yield
an articulatedtheory of reduplicativefixed segmentism, one that makes connections between
fixed segmentismand the propertiesof inventories,defaults,and phonologicalprocesses, and that
successfully characterizesthe conditions under which "fixed" segmentism alternates.
Before going on to look at the morphologicaltype of fixed segmentism, we will mention
several other lines of researchthat connect with our results.
Yip (1993, 1998, to appear a) argues that a class of dissimilatory,identity-avoidingconstraints, shared by morphology and phonology, is responsible for cases where the reduplicant
and base are requiredto differ in some characteristics.Since identity avoidance also occurs in
nonreduplicativephonology (Alderete,in preparation),this type of fixed segmentismis consistent
with a TETU model.
We have not addressedtone in reduplication,but our results also have parallelsin the tonal
domain(see Myers and Carleton1996, Akinlabi 1997). Myers and Carleton(1996:67) arguethat,
in some reduplicativepatternsof Chichewa, "tone is subject to the same correspondenceas any
feature,and ... non-correspondencecan be attributedto generalpatternsof neutralisation."This
is precisely a descriptionof the effects of markednessconstraintson the reduplicant.
Shaw (1987) argues that markedness-likenotions of structuralsimplificationshape the reduplicantin Nisgha. For example, affricatesbecome fricatives in the reduplicant'scoda, though
affricatecodas are permittedgenerallyin the language.In our terms,a constraintprohibitingcoda
affricates is emergent in Nisgha-a constraintthat also governs the whole inventory of Zuni
(Newman 1965:13). Likewise, in Nuxalk (Carlson,to appear),restrictionson the reduplicant's
coda can be understoodas emergenceof constraintsthat are independentlyattestedin inventory-

23 StuartDavis and a reviewer suggest thatthe rule-ordering
effects of the FCM could be simulatedin OT by invoking
the sympathyrelation (McCarthy1998). This would not change the point of our argument:the FCM wrongly attributes
fixed segmentism and templates to unrelatedmechanisms.
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defining rankingsin otherlanguages.For instance,postvelarand labializedcodas are barredfrom
the reduplicantby constraintsthatalso functionas generalinventoryrestrictionsin BedouinArabic
(McCarthy1994) and Zuni (Newman 1965), respectively. Such convergencebetween restrictions
on reduplicantsand restrictionson inventories strongly supportsthis approach.
3 Fixed Segmentism as Morphology: Overwriting
We now turn to the morphologicaltype of fixed segmentism. In section 3.1 we will sketch an
OT implementationof overwriting (McCarthyand Prince 1986, 1990). We will then returnin
section 3.2 to the phonologicaltype of fixed segmentism,distinguishingthe two types, identifying
regions of overlap, and investigatingwhat kinds of hypotheticalpatternscould not be subsumed
under either one and are thereforepredictednot to occur in any language.
3.1 Overwriting
The phonological,TETU type of fixed segmentismwas the focus of discussionup until this point.
In that type the choice of fixed segments is determined,often contextually, by phonological
markednessconstraintsthat are part of UG. We now turnto the other type of fixed segmentism,
exemplified by Kamrupi(2) or English schm-words:table-schmable,Oedipus-Schmoedipus(Time
magazine), resolutions-schmesolutions(3 Musketeersadvertisement).
McCarthyand Prince (1986, 1990), Yip (1992), and Bruening(1997) arguethat the identity
of the fixed segmentismin overwritingis determinedmorphologically.In English the overwriting
string sm- is a prefixal morpheme, and so its propertiesare those of prefixes and other bound
morphemesgenerally. The same is true for Kamrupis-. But unlike conventional prefixes, s`mand s- overlapwith or "overwrite" the reduplicant,so theirpresenceinterfereswith reduplicative
copying.

Evidence for the affixal status of the overwriting string is abundant.24First, overwriting
strings have faithfulness propertiesthat are typical of affixes. Overwritingstrings can contain
markedstructures(witness Kamrupi,English, andthe otherexamplesbelow), andcontrastsamong
overwriting strings are possible, since a single language can have more than one overwriting
stringwith no phonologicalconditioningof the choice. Forinstance,Hindi(Singh 1969) overwrites
with w-, s-, and (rarely)m-. Markednessand the possibility of contrastare typical of affixes but
strikinglydifferent from phonological defaults like those discussed in section 2.
Second, overwritingstringshave the alignmentpropertiesof affixes. An importantcontribution of researchin OT is the idea that affixal position is determinedby rankable,violable constraints.In most cases affixes are aligned with the left or right periphery,but infixation can be
compelled by higher-rankingconstraints,as in Tagalog b-um-ilih 'buy' (Prince and Smolensky
1993). Overwritingstrings are strongly tropic to the periphery,as we would expect if they are
affixes (Yip 1992). Kamrupiand English have overwritingprefixes; examples of overwriting
suffixes include Tzeltal -n (Berlin 1963:215) and Telugu -tta (Bhaskararao1977:9). There is also
24

In making this argument,we have placed particularreliance on the insights of Yip 1992.
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Tableau 12
MAX0 >>MAX BRin table-smable

/table-RED-sm/r

MAXIO [

MAXBR

t

a.

table-smable

b.

table-table

c.

gmable-table

t!

d.

smable-smable

t!

sm!
sm

an analogue to infixation in overwriting.In Marathi(Apte 1968) an affix consisting of just the
vowel -u- overwritesthe nucleusof a peripheralsyllable:saman/saman-suman'luggage'/'luggage,
etc.'.
Third, overwriting morphemes can alternateby suppletion or allomorphyjust like other
affixes. Suppletive alternationof overwritingaffixes is often caused by dissimilatoryconstraints
(Yip 1993, 1998, to appear a). For instance, Telugu, with gi- usually, selects the alternantpiwhen the word already startswith gi (gilaka-pilaka 'rattle,etc.'). Yip argues that the constraint
forcing suppletion is part of a general pattern of identity avoidance in phonology and morphology.
Finally, in some languages the overwritingstring is an affix that also occurs independently
of reduplication(Downing, to appear).
Once it has been established that overwritingstrings are indeed affixes, it only remains to
say how they are realized in reduplicatedwords. Precisely because they are affixes, overwriting
strings are subject to alignment and IO faithfulness constraintsthat are typical of affixes. For
example, English sm- is a prefix, and so it is subject to the usual prefixal alignmentrequirement
PrWd). And like any affix, when sm- is present in the input, its corresponding
ALIGN-L(Prefix,
in
the
output is demandedby the 10 faithfulnessconstraintMAXIO.
presence
The only thing special about overwritingstrings,then, is overwritingitself. We assume that
overwritingaffects the reduplicant,while the base remainsintact (so the reduplicantis postposed
in table-smable).26Therefore,the presenceof an overwritingmorphemeindicatesthat10 faithfulness to the overwritingmorphemehas taken precedence, throughranking,over BR faithfulness
constraints.Tableau 12 establishes this result formally. Form (b) in this tableau has deleted the
a fatal mistake given the preeminenceof 10 faithfulness in the hierarchy.The other
prefix sAm-,
failed candidates(c,d) preservesm-, but have overwrittenthe base with it, leading to equally fatal
10 faithfulnessconsequences. In contrast,(a) preservessAm-and the base by toleratingdefective

25
Suppletioncan involve complete blocking of a morphologicalprocess throughdominationof the constraintMPARSE(Prince and Smolensky 1993).
26 A reviewer asks whether the overwriting string is part of the formal reduplicantor not-table-gmable or tablesmable? We know of no evidence bearing on this technical matter;it is relevant to whether overwritingviolates DEPBR
as well as MAXBR.
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copying. This ranking argumentexplains why overwritingis common in reduplicationbut not
elsewhere: reduplicationhas distinct 10 and BR correspondencerelations, so it is possible to
overwritethe reduplicantwhile maintainingfaithfulnessto the underlyingform (cf. Struijke1998).
Following McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) and Yip (1992), we have argued that the
overwriting string is an affixal morpheme. We now turn to explicit comparison between this
morphologicalsource of fixed segmentism and the phonological source discussed in section 2.
3.2 Phonological and Morphological Fixed SegmentismCompared
In section 2 we showed how phonology can producepatternsof fixed segmentismthroughTETU.
In section 3.1 we showed how morphologycan also producepatternsof fixed segmentism,through
alignmentof an affixal morphemein the reduplicant.In positing these distinct sources for fixed
segmentism, we follow McCarthyand Prince (1986) and depart from approachesthat seek to
unite all such phenomenaunder a single rubriclike prespecificationor postcopying substitution
operations. Our goal in this section is to show why both types are required,where they differ,
where they overlap, and where neither is applicable.27
The theory of phonological fixed segmentism is based on the TETU ranking.In this way,
M has no inventory-definingpower in the languageas a whole, but it does have inventory-defining
power in the reduplicant.This theory leads to a numberof consequences (from section 2.1): a
subsetrelationbetween the reduplicant'sinventoryand the whole language's (7); a crosslinguistic
correlationbetween restrictionson reduplicantinventories and restrictionson whole language
inventories(8)-(9); consistency between fixed segmentism and independentevidence of default
status (11); and the potential for conditioned variabilityof "fixed" segmentism (12). In short,
the theoryof phonologicalfixed segmentismentailsthatit have exactly the propertiesof phonology
generally.
The theory of morphological fixed segmentism is based on affixation. Again, there is an
associated set of claims inferable from the fixed segments' affixal source (section 3.1).
(25) Properties of morphologicalfixed segmentismbased on affixation
a. Morphologicalfixed segmentismhas the faithfulnesspropertiesof an affix. Its inventory structureis that of affixes generally, and contrastsare possible.
b. Morphologicalfixed segmentismhas the alignmentpropertiesof an affix. It is peripheral or minimally displaced from peripheralposition under crucial domination.
c. Morphologicalfixed segmentism has the context-sensitivityof an affix. It participates in any phonological process that affects other affixes, and it can alternate
suppletively.
In short,the theory grantsmorphologicalfixed segmentismthe propertiesof affixationgenerally.

27

See Yip, to appearb, for discussion of these criteriaand applicationsto Chinese.
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We have shown that the theoriesof phonological and morphologicalfixed segmentismhave
differentabstractproperties.The empiricaldomainsthatthey carve out are also mostly distinct.28
Apart from suppletive allomorphy,alternating"fixed" segmentism can only be subsumed
underthe phonological theory (see (12)). Examples discussed here include the Lushootseed and
Igbo nucleus (section 2.3), the Tubatulabalcoda (section 2.4), the Nancowry nucleus and coda
(section 2.5), and the coda restrictionsof Nuxalk and Nisgha mentioned in section 2.6. For all
of these cases, we have arguedthatthe appearanceor natureof the fixed segmentismis contingent
on the interactionof phonological markednessconstraintswith BR identity constraints.There is
no way to make sense of these contingencies in affixationalterms.
Conversely, the phenomenadiscussed in section 3.1 cannot be understoodphonologically,
though they have a straightforwardaffixational analysis. A phonological account is impossible
because there is no markednessconstraintconsistent with the phonological criteriain (7)-(12)
that would also favor emergence of something like sm-.
Because of these differences, various imaginable systems of fixed segmentism should not
exist if the proposalshere are correct.Here are some hypotheticalexamples:
First,supposea case of fixed segmentismshows a distinctlyphonologicalpatternof emergent
context-sensitivity,such as an assimilatoryprocess that is not general in the language, like Nancowry. It must thereforebe analyzed in TETU terms (comparethe criteria(12) and (25c)). But
this entails that the fixed segmentism also meet the TETU markednesscriteriain (7)-(12). Concretely, a counterexampleto our proposalswould thereforebe a fixed initial s (an unlikely default)
that palatalizes to s before front vowels in a language where s-palatalizationis otherwise never
observed.
Second, suppose that the fixed segmentism shows a distinctly morphological pattern of
context-sensitive alternation,like Telugu's pi-/gi- suppletion (see (25c)). It must therefore be
analyzedaffixationally.We do not expect it at the same time to show the type of context-sensitivity
that is diagnostic of TETU (12). Concretely,a counterexampleto our proposalswould therefore
be a languagethat is like Nancowry in every respect except that accidentalresemblancebetween
reduplicantand base triggers identity-basedsuppletionin the form of the reduplicant.
Finally, suppose that the fixed-segmentismeffect has templaticforce, blocking copying but
supplying no substitute,as in the Tiibatulabalcoda. This behavior is analyzablein TETU terms
(see (12)), but it cannot be reconciled with the affixational model. Therefore,we predict, with
GTT, that any such templatic effect will be interpretablein terms of markednessconstraintsof
UG, with all that this entails (7)-(12). Concretely, a counterexampleto our proposals would
thereforebe a language that banned only some arbitrarylist of segments from the reduplicant's
coda.
In short,the general strategyto find potentialcounterexamplesis this: look for systems that
crosscut the correlatedTETU criteriain (7)-(12) and affixation criteriain (25).
28
There is some overlap at the phonology/morphologyboundary.For example, Yoruba i or Tubatulabal? could in
principlebe analyzedeither as phonologicalTETU or morphologicalaffixation-though affixationwould fail to account
for the correlationswith independentlymotivateddefaults.
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To sum up, we have arguedthataffixation,overwritinga portionof the reduplicant,provides
a distinct source of fixed segmentism. We have presented an analysis of this phenomenonin
alignment and faithfulness terms, and we have comparedit in detail to the TETU type of fixed
segmentism studied in section 2. The two types of fixed segmentism have differentcorrelations
of properties,and these correlationslead to predictions.

4 Conclusion
In this article we have examined the phenomenonof fixed reduplicativesegmentism. We have
arguedthatthereare two types of fixed segmentism,phonologicalandmorphological.The phonological type exhibits the properties of phonology generally, because it is based on the same
universalmarkednessconstraintsas the rest of phonology, though their scope is limited by constraintranking.The morphologicaltype exhibits the propertiesof affixation generally, since it
literally is affixation, but affixation simultaneouswith the reduplicantratherthan onto a base.
The general claims and the specific analyses are derived from a theory that posits literally
no new constraints,devices, or other apparatus.Rather, the theory has only certain premises
that it shares with OT as a whole: markednessconstraints,faithfulness constraintsset within
correspondencetheory, and constraintrankingand violation. This close match between what is
needed to analyze fixed segmentism and what is needed independentlystrongly supports the
approachtaken here and offers a challenge to alternativemodels.
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